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1. Editorial John B. Vannucci : September, 2016
Editorial:

The 'Sorchych Slate' Wins Again

The Dark Demon of Cave Creek has once again been able to orchestrate, manipulate and influence another
Town election, through the use of his rag tabloid, the Sonoran News. He has hand-picked his chosen
candidates, then promoted and endorsed them in numerous editorials, while denigrating the other candidates
with his usual lies.
The outcome of this election was no surprise, it was the same old play book Sorchych has used on every
election since incorporation. His day of reckoning is not too far in the future, when his corrosive destruction of
the town of Cave Creek will be exposed.
The voters decided to maintain the status quo. They were afraid of any serious positive changes in the town's
governance. Changes such as reducing the size of the administration, reducing the out-size budget, cutting
expenses and taxes and stop wasteful and frivolous spending. These were changes any fiscal conservative
would have welcomed. Unfortunately, He considers himself the 'Conservative' voice of Cave Creek, but is
nothing more than a wolf-in-sheepskin RINO.
The Sorchych Slate candidates are those who favored the reduction/elimination of our Desert Rural large lot
zoning, in favor of high density development; who will continue to spend (waste) tax dollars on the fantasy of
unlimited 'Open Space' ventures. These folks will undoubtedly follow his wishes, whatever they may be.

Congratulations and good luck to our new Mayor, Ernie Bunch. He will need a lot of luck in dealing with the
Sorchych Slate Council people. Mr. Bunch, being the last man standing of the long standing old regime, will be
the one left holding the large stinking bag of ten-plus years of accumulated debt. He will be the one
responsible for managing and reducing the $46 million WIFA loans, reducing a growing $18 million annual
budget, and monitoring the demand upon our diminishing water allocation as we continue to over-develop
with high density projects. Water demand will be the main issue, if the town is to survive in the future.
Unfortunately, the Sorchych Slate is ill prepared and unable or unwilling to grasp the serious consequences of
these issues. If these major issues are not dealt with as a priority, the town will continue the slide towards
insolvency, as surely as the next water rate hike is on its way.

"La Comedia e Finita"

John Vannucci
The 'REAL' Fiscal Conservative Creeker

ELECTION RESULTS CAVE CREEK
Asterisk & yellow indicates winners
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6 council winners. Ernie Bunch won Mayor’s seat.
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Gold Mine Thrift Shop
& Gold Mine Too!
6502 E. Cave Creek Road, Cave Creek
Stop by to shop or donate
Wednesday - Saturday
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Wild At Heart Wish List 2016
Wild At Heart is an all-volunteer, nonprofit organization dedicated to the conservation and preservation of Arizona's
native wildlife through the rescue and rehabilitation of injured and orphaned birds of prey, relocation of displaced
raptors, public education and habitat enhancement programs.

Dear Neighbors, please make some time for the injured birds in our
neighborhoods. Can you help?

The Chronicle continues to offer a free 3 time advertisement for any contribution of cash,
materials, or volunteering confirmed by Sam Fox at the office. Or, call us at the Chronicle to
have something picked up for Wild at Heart. 480-231-3549
Thank you for asking about volunteer opportunities with Wild At Heart. *New volunteers are
always welcome here. Included below is some information about volunteering at Wild At Heart
(WAH). If you have any questions or want to set up your initial visit, please fill out the application
and email to. PLEASE schedule a time to come out as we cannot accommodate walk-in
appointments.

Time commitment: We understand that life can be very hectic so here at WAH we are very flexible with
volunteer time. We do ask that volunteers pick a schedule they can commit to. All volunteer shifts are a 24 hour minimum. We ask that our volunteers let us know if they
will be unable to come on their scheduled day. Training: There
is no extensive training period here at WAH. We can get you
started right away and train on-the job.

Cash donations are always needed to help with food
and medical supplies. Any assistance you can offer is
greatly appreciated! Remember, all donations are tax
deductible.
Please call Bob at 602-989-1955 or 480-595-5047.
Thank you for helping to preserve Arizona's wildlife.
Thank You!!! Sam & Bob Fox - Wild At Heart
www.wildatheartowls.org
Wildlife Rehabilitation - Educational Programs - Habitat
Enhancement - (480) 595-5047
31840 N. 45th Street, Cave Creek, Arizona 85331 - Nonprofit - Tax I.D. # EIN 86-0770883
Phone: 480-231-3549 Email me if you want to ask
about volunteer service. Sara V.
Baby Stone Owl courtesy of Desert Foothills Garden
Center, 33840 N Cave Creek Road

REMINDER OF ARCHAEOLOGY MEETING
I. Desert Foothills Arizona Archaeology Society Meeting September 14, 2016
DFC-AAS: September 14th – David Abbott Lecture Opportunity:
PhD David Abbott presents, It’s All About Scale: Polity and Alliance in Prehistoric Central Arizona. The
Pueblo IV period (ca. A.D. 1275-1400) in the American Southwest was characterized by political upheaval and
population distributions for defense. In central Arizona, a large-scale confederation, labelled the Verde
Confederacy, may have stretched along the middle and lower reaches of the Verde River and over to Perry
Mesa. It is said to have formed during the preceding period and ultimately incorporated large populations and
an expansive territory for purposes of warfare against the Hohokam enemies to the south.

The Verde Confederacy may have been designed to provide for mutual security, such as a network of line-ofsight relationships that provided an early-warning mechanism and the means to mobilize assistance to
neighboring parts of the alliance. Atop Perry Mesa, the settlement arrangements indicate large pueblos were
strategically built as components of an integrated defense in which the people of each pueblo protected the
backs of the others while blocking access to all routes up the steep canyon walls from the foothills below.
The hypothesized scale of the Verde Confederacy was regional in size. It may have included ~12,000 members
living at ~135 settlements, and a swath of land 125 km in length. If so, the confederacy was organized at a
scale that would have made it the largest alliance of its time. But, did it truly exist? Multiple lines of evidence
have been brought to bear to address this question, including climate data, agricultural production,

architectural building sequences, ceramic manufacture and exchange, and the spatial distribution of race
tracks.
David R. Abbott is an Associate Professor of Anthropology in the School of Human Evolution and Social Change
at Arizona State University. Professor Abbott earned his PhD at Arizona State University and worked as a
private consultant and research associate at Arizona State Museum before joining the faculty at ASU in 2004.
He has studied the archaeology of central and southern Arizona for 35 years.
His ongoing research on settlement and political alliances
on Perry Mesa and the surrounding territory in the 14th
century has been generously funded with grants from the
National Science Foundation, the US Bureau of Land
Management, the National Park Service, and the Desert
Foothills Chapter of the Arizona Archaeological Society,
and with technical support from the Tonto National
Forest.
The general public may attend an Arizona Archaeology
Society – Desert Foothills Chapter meeting at no charge,
except for the member-only holiday party in December. The AAS-DFC meetings are held on the second
Wednesday of each month, September through May. There are refreshments available at 7:00 PM and the
meeting begins at 7:30 PM, usually ending prior to 9:00 PM. The meetings are held in the community building
(Maitland Hall) at The Good Shepherd of the Hills Episcopal Church, 6502 East Cave Creek Road, Cave Creek,
AZ 85331 (near the Dairy Queen). www.azarchsoc.org/desertfoothills

Bob Hughes-Cave Creek - Spur Cross

Jeff Hill is a real estate agent with HomeSmart, the largest Real Estate brokerage
in Arizona.
Jeff is also one of
HomeSmart's top
producing
agents.
A Phoenix native that
knows the Valley well,
you can count on Jeff
to treat you with
professionalism
whether you're buying
or selling. Jeff loves
the outdoors and likes
to spend time with his
bride of 33 years, Mimi, traveling, hiking and fly-fishing. They have lived in the quiet bedroom community
of Cave Creek for the last 22 years.
Listening to clients’ needs is essential for Jeff, and you can be assured you will feel comfortable and at ease
when discussing your real estate goals with him.
If you're thinking of selling, you owe it to yourself to get Jeff's professional advise on how to sell your home
for the highest price the market will allow.
If you want an agent who's dedicated to bringing excellence to your next real estate transaction, call Jeff Hill
at 602-694-4333. Shop Local!

Please note change: We are moving from GoDaddy internet services. In the process, we will
be creating an easier web base for readers. Until we are done, or alternatively at all times,
you may reach Sara Vannucci at creekerlady@gmail.com (unchanged) and John Vannucci at
johnbvannucci@gmail.com.
The Desert Foothills Chronicle, Inc, is an AZ nonprofit organization
Letters to the Editor are welcome-creekerlady@gmail.com
Visit Other News Sites:
www.carefreetruth.com for Carefree Town info & Events
Janelle Smith-Haff - www.cavecreektownhallblog.com;janelle@cavecreektownhallblog.com
www.Sonorantruth.org

About the Desert Foothills Chronicle & Chronicle Arts expanded Journal.
Advertisers are welcome. School news is welcome. New Art services soon.

Herbert Hitchon, Carefree : At Sunset

Karina’s House Cleaning House & Apartments & Moving
KARINA ALMANZA 602-716-1483

